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From an Oscar-nominated screenwriter, “a wonderfully smooth, sinuous, enigmatic, and sexy tale of two
love affairs” (Providence Journal) set in Amherst and illuminated by the presence of Emily Dickinson.

Alice Dickinson, a young advertising executive in London, decides to take time off work to research her idea
for a screenplay: the true story of the scandalous, adulterous love affair between Emily Dickinson’s married
brother, Austin, and a young, Amherst College faculty wife named Mabel Loomis Todd. Austin, twenty-four
years Mabel’s senior and the college treasurer, lived next door to his reclusive sister, who allowed her home
to be used for Austin and Mabel’s trysts.

Alice travels to Amherst, staying in the house of Nick Crocker, a married English academic in his fifties. As
Alice researches Austin and Mabel’s story and Emily’s role in their affair, she embarks on her own affair
with Nick, an affair that, of course, they both know echoes the one that she’s writing about.

Using the poems of Emily Dickinson throughout, historically accurate and meticulously recreated from their
voluminous letters and diaries, “William Nicholson deftly weaves Mabel’s story with Alice’s, shedding light
on the timeless longing, lust, and loneliness of love” (People). Amherst is a provocative and remarkable
novel: “The poetry and history go down easy, the lovers fall hard, and the tragic, treacherous terrain of
romantic entanglement is well explored” (Elle).
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From reader reviews:

Lavinia Arthur:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. As we
know that book is very important for us. The book Amherst: A Novel ended up being making you to know
about other information and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for
you. The reserve Amherst: A Novel is not only giving you much more new information but also being your
friend when you really feel bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your e-book. Try to
make relationship while using book Amherst: A Novel. You never experience lose out for everything when
you read some books.

James Stumbaugh:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world may share their
idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire all their reader with their story or
maybe their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the guides. But also they write about the
knowledge about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
children, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors in this world always try to improve
their ability in writing, they also doing some research before they write with their book. One of them is this
Amherst: A Novel.

Beatrice Flanagan:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray anyone, why because this Amherst: A Novel e-book written by well-
known writer who really knows well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who else read
the book. Written in good manner for you, dripping every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate your
personal hunger then you still uncertainty Amherst: A Novel as good book not only by the cover but also
with the content. This is one publication that can break don't ascertain book by its deal with, so do you still
needing yet another sixth sense to pick this specific!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already
told you so why you have to listening to yet another sixth sense.

James Baker:

This Amherst: A Novel is great e-book for you because the content which is full of information for you who
all always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it info
accurately using great organize word or we can state no rambling sentences included. So if you are read the
item hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but
tricky core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Amherst: A Novel in your hand like getting
the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no publication that offer you world
with ten or fifteen second right but this e-book already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book. Hello
Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt that?
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